
Over a decade ago, Colorado’s Denver Public Schools (DPS) began its 
e!ort to centralize and automate space management.  Since then, the 
school district has moved all of its space data from more than 140 sites – 
comprising 13.5 million square feet of facilities and over 1,880 acres of 
land – into its ARCHIBUS Space Management application. 

Today, the district can quickly provide planners, contractors, and govern-
ment agencies with space usage data such as room size, room type, room 
use, and other details that are also supported by the ability to retrieve 
AutoCAD "oor plans using the ARCHIBUS Overlay with Design Manage-
ment for AutoCAD and Revit application. 

Over the years, though, DPS has been enhancing its management prac-
tices thanks to the Facility Management Department’s mission to develop, 
maintain, and extend the knowledge and power of ARCHIBUS to the rest 
of the district.  The result, says the Department’s Geographic Systems 
Analyst Robin Myers, is more insightful decision-making that is bene#ting 
all of DPS’ stakeholders.  

Smarter Financial Management
Decision Support
“The ARCHIBUS implementation, separately and in combination with 
other systems, is allowing the Denver schools to collect and analyze even 
more detailed data that lets the district improve its decision support, 
re#ne capacity and enrollment calculations, and provide more accurate 
data for bond initiative decisions,” Myers points out. 

The ARCHIBUS-enhanced information system is, for example, now provid-
ing data needed for such vital #nancial and management challenges as 
analyzing the impact of low or high enrollment vs. capacity, age of 
building vs. cost of maintenance, and closure or consolidation of build-
ings to bene#t both the educational and #nancial needs of the district.  

School closings, major remodeling in older buildings, recon#guring of 
grade levels such as grades K-8 and grades 6-12 schools, as well as 
whether to construct new buildings for Denver’s growing population, are 
all decisions made easier and with greater con#dence through the 
detailed reporting ARCHIBUS delivers.  

Fostering Community, Conserving Water…
and Wages
The versatility of ARCHIBUS Space Management means that it performs 
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many functions, both community- and conservation-oriented, that are helping Denver’s 
public school system operate in the best interests of all the constituents it serves.

The school system’s Community Use Department, for example, accesses ARCHIBUS space 
data to schedule facilities for use by community groups.  This service helps build good will 
that fosters a sense of community with surrounding neighborhood groups and other 
organizations and makes maximum use of existing facilities. 

The district also uses ARCHIBUS to track its outdoor resources and 
surfaces, which has helped conserve water at DPS, located in the 
semi-arid High Plains region of the United States.  This tracking includes 
surface type, surface area, and asset type that are entered into site 
detail tables. Di!erent surfaces, such as landscape and cement, are 
color coded in the system. By maintaining this information in 
ARCHIBUS, DPS can keep track of how long new surfaces last and 
calculate the area of replacement when they wear out.

DPS can also easily calculate the amount of irrigated turf by highlight-
ing the area in question on a table. Being able to calculate and docu-
ment permeable areas such as athletic "elds has resulted in lower 
water bills for Denver Public Schools. Denver’s Wastewater Manage-
ment Division charges DPS based on water consumption per square foot, but water used for 
irrigation goes back into underground aquifers, not down sanitary sewers, and is therefore 
not subject to this charge.

Space information for buildings’ internal and external areas takes on even greater impor-
tance in controlling custodial costs.  Because custodial sta#ng is based on building $oor 
area, ARCHIBUS is used to calculate actual $oor space minus “open-air” space.  The ability to 
generate accurate area measurements allows the district to better align sta#ng levels and 
labor costs with the space that actually has to be maintained.

GIS, Intranet Solutions, Aid Visualization and
Data Collection
One of the newest ways DPS has been extracting maximum value from its space data is by 
combining that information with its ArcMap GIS application from geospatial information 
systems industry leader ESRI, Inc.

“Being able to take facilities data and convert it to a map showing geographic placements 
and calculations has been extremely useful for our departments, our school board and our 
committees,” Myers reports.  

“Currently, we are still using the Windows-based application but our plans for the future are 
to move to Web Central and this should make facilities management and GIS data synergy 
and access possibilities even more remarkable.”
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“The ARCHIBUS implementa-
tion… is allowing the Denver 
schools to collect and analyze 
even more detailed data that 
lets the district improve its 
decision support, refine capacity 
and enrollment calculations, 
and provide more accurate 
data for bond initiative 
decisions.”

—Robin Myers
 Geographic Systems Analyst
 Denver Public Schools


